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Biomechanical analyses of pitching possess limitations in accurately measuring scapular kinematics 
and distinguishing between glenohumeral and scapulothoracic (ST) contributions to shoulder motion. 
An individualized linear model (LM) approach using measurable humerothoracic (HT) orientation to 
estimate ST orientation has been validated for static postures within a pitching motion, but dynamic 
HT external rotation angles during a pitch go beyond static HT limits used for LM creation potentially 
resulting in the LM estimating non-physiological ST orientations. Dynamic validation is needed but is 
not feasible as dynamic gold standard references either prohibit a natural throwing motion (bone pins) 
or have inadequate sampling rates for a dynamic pitch (fluoroscopy). In lieu of a gold standard 
dynamic validation, LM estimates of dynamic ST range of motion (ROM) during a pitch can still 
provide insights beyond those of a static validation. PURPOSE: To provide dynamic verification of 
the LM by assessing its ability to estimate ST kinematics throughout a full speed throwing motion by 
comparing against published cadaveric ST ROMs found during an abbreviated throwing motion. It was 
hypothesized that LM estimated ST ROMs would be within physiological limits. METHODS: Trunk 
and upper extremity segment orientations of 14 collegiate pitchers were measured with motion capture 
during a pitch. Each subject’s arm was placed in six calibration positions representing the extremes of 
HT orientations throughout his pitching motion while ST orientations were found by palpation. The 
LM used multiple linear regression on the static position data to create equations that estimated ST 
angles from HT angle inputs. The LM was applied to predict ST kinematics during the dynamic pitch 
trial. RESULTS: The dynamic LM ST ROMs regularly went beyond cadaveric limits determined from 
an abbreviated throwing motion, however, mean and (max) LM ROMs reported were plausible for a 
full throwing motion at 36.9° (63.3°), 46.9° (55.9°), and 23.0° (45.8°) on ST upward/downward 
rotation, internal/external rotation, and anterior/posterior tilt, respectively. CONCLUSION: This 
study shows that LM estimates of ST ROM throughout a throwing motion are physiologically 
plausible and provides a rudimentary dynamic verification of the LM during pitching. 
 
